DENVER FOUNDATION CEO DAVID MILLER LEAVING POST FOR DU
By The Denver Post

David Miller, the Denver Foundation's CEO, will leave the charitable organization at the end of the year.

USA Today

SendGrid to open Silicon Valley office
By Tamara Chuang

SendGrid, a rapidly growing email delivery service, has offered a $15 million expansion in San Francisco.

AAPL MAY MAKE GOLD FASHIONABLE AGAIN
By Steve Rasshe

Apple has announced plans to use gold in its new products, which could make gold fashionable again.

High rental rates spur house altura
By Steve Rasshe

Rental rates in Denver are soaring, pushing tenants to consider buying homes instead of renting.

Tesla Motors’ road show – featuring new models, test-drives – makes a pit stop in Denver, hoping to steer customers its way
By Bryna Keeney

Tesla will make its latest stop in Denver this weekend, with plans to sell the new Model S P85D sedan.
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Next stock market hit hard Friday, capping a weak week of declines, as investors see clouds ahead in oil prices and a jump in the dollar.

By Ken Sweet

The stock market was hit hard Friday, capping a weak week of declines, as investors see clouds ahead in oil prices and a jump in the dollar.
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Tesla Inc's Model S60, with a 208-mile range, starts at $54,000. It's first to market and the only one in the mid-price range that can charge in 30 minutes, and, like the Model 3, Tesla has another entry in the compact market that puts the market on notice. Customers can charge their cars at home or work, and there's an easy way to jump into this emerging market.

 investors, already anxious about interest rates and oil prices, and such jumps in the dollar.